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Chapter 17
ASYNCHRONOUS BINARY BYZANTINE
CONSENSUS OVER GRAPHS WITH
POWER-LAW DEGREE SEQUENCE
Goitom Weldehawaryat and Stephen Wolthusen
Abstract

Consensus problems are of great interest in distributed systems research,
especially in the presence of Byzantine faults. While asynchronous message passing is an interesting network model, Fischer, et al. [17] have
shown that deterministic algorithms do not exist even for single faults,
requiring the use of randomization as proposed by Ben-Or [6].
While most approaches implicitly assume full connectivity, the case
of non-complete graphs is particularly interesting when studying the
feasibility and eﬃciency of consensus problems. This topic has received
limited scrutiny despite the fact that non-complete graph structures are
ubiquitous in many networks that require low overall latency and reliable
signaling (e.g., electrical power networks). One of the core benefits of
such an approach is the ability to rely on redundant sensors in large
networks for detecting faults and adversarial actions without impacting
real-time behavior. It is, therefore, critical to minimize the message
complexity in consensus algorithms.
This paper studies the existence and eﬃciency of randomized asyn⃗ configuchronous binary Byzantine consensus for graphs in the G(n, d)
ration model with a power-law degree sequence. The main contribution
is an algorithm that explicitly utilizes the network structure to gain
eﬃciency over a simple randomized algorithm while allowing the identification of possible additional edges in the graph to satisfy redundancy
requirements.

Keywords: Critical infrastructures, Byzantine consensus, power-law networks

1.

Introduction

The consensus problem is a fundamental problem in the domain of faulttolerant distributed systems. It requires the system processes to agree on a
common value despite the presence of some faulty processes. Fischer, et al. [17]
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have shown that it is impossible to achieve consensus in an asynchronous distributed system that is subject to even a single crash fault. However, Ben-Or [6]
has shown that a randomization approach can achieve binary consensus in an
asynchronous distributed system that is subject to crash faults.
In applications involving the monitoring and control of electrical power networks, it is critical to detect faults and potential attacks such as sensor manipulations, as well as to ensure that network operations satisfy the mandatory
real-time constraints. Existing results have explicitly or, more often, implicitly assumed full or random connectivity, but many large real networks (e.g.,
electrical power and telecommunications networks) display a scale-free nature,
and are sparse and follow a power-law degree sequence. While it is possible
to add edges to the graphs (e.g., adding communications links to control networks that partially coincide with electrical power networks), the cost of the
additional links must be minimized.
Most critical infrastructure systems require correct interactions among large
numbers of geographically-dispersed nodes (e.g., sensors and actuators) as well
as at higher levels (e.g., SCADA systems). These systems cannot normally
employ fail-stop semantics and must be fault-tolerant; however, robustness to
targeted attacks requires a stronger model, namely Byzantine fault tolerance.
Byzantine fault detection and tolerance is a known hard problem, as is the
consensus problem in the presence of Byzantine faults. The ability to rapidly
reach consensus is critical; in most cases, the dominant problem is message
complexity.
Castro and Liskov [8], Chun, et al. [9] and Veronese, et al. [27] have proposed
replication algorithms to implement highly-resilient services; some of these algorithms can be used to control services such as water, power and gas [18, 26].
Critical infrastructures require highly-resilient services that function correctly
even under Byzantine faults that may corrupt some of the computers involved.
Asynchronous Byzantine consensus algorithms address this problem by allowing
critical services to continue to operate correctly even when system components
exhibit arbitrary behavior (e.g., crashes or intrusions by attackers). Recently,
the problem of solving asynchronous Byzantine consensus with 2f + 1 processes
has attracted attention [9, 13]. This is possible with a hybrid system model,
which extends the traditional model by incorporating a trusted/trustworthy
component that constrains the power of faulty processes to exhibit certain behaviors.
One of the core benefits of such an approach is the ability to rely on redundant sensors in large networks for detecting faults and adversarial actions
without degrading real-time operations. It is, therefore, critical to minimize
the message complexity of a consensus algorithm that reduces latency (e.g., for
management of telecommunications networks and state estimation and control
in electrical power networks). This has led to the consensus problem being
studied in scale-free networks by Wang, et al. [28] using the Barabasi-Albert
model [5], which relies on a generative model. However, the preferential attachment model only produces networks with a power-law exponent of three, and
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some important properties observed in large real-world networks are still missing in graphs that exhibit diﬀerent exponents while still showing a power-law
degree sequence. Therefore, we argue that non-complete graphs are particularly
interesting when studying the feasibility and eﬃciency of consensus problems.
Building on our earlier work on Erdos-Renyi random graphs [29], this paper
focuses on randomized asynchronous binary Byzantine consensus for graphs in
⃗ configuration model with power-law degree sequence and presents
the G(n, d)
an algorithm that achieves the desired primary result with reduced message
complexity for non-complete graphs. To reach this objective, a refinement
of Ben-Or’s algorithm recently proposed by Correia, et al. [13] is considered.
Their approach diﬀers from this work in that it considers fully-connected communications networks. This paper shows that, when choosing a non-complete
graph as a communications system, no additional asynchronous messaging assumptions are needed. Moreover, it is possible to increase message complexity
eﬃciency by considering higher degree nodes that forward received messages
with high probability Phigh and lower degree nodes that forward messages with
low probability Plow .

2.

Related Work

The consensus problem is a fundamental problem in the domain of distributed systems. Fischer, et al. [17] proved that a deterministic algorithm
cannot solve the consensus problem in an asynchronous model even in the presence of one faulty process. In the asynchronous model, each communication
can take an arbitrary and unknown amount of time, and there is no assumption
of a joint clock as in the synchronous model. However, Ben-Or [6] showed that
a randomized algorithm can solve the consensus problem even when a constant
fraction of processes are faulty. Interested readers are referred to [1, 4] for
a complete proof of correctness of Ben-Or’s algorithm and a detailed survey
of randomized consensus protocols. Consensus in the asynchronous Byzantine message-passing model has been shown to require n ≥ 3f + 1 processes
in several variations of the basic model. Recently, Correia, et al. [13] showed
that it is possible to solve Ben-Or’s asynchronous Byzantine binary random
consensus problem with 2f + 1 processes. Consensus protocols play an important role in replication algorithms that can be utilized to protect critical
infrastructures [14]. Castro and Liskov [8], Chun, et al. [9] and Veronese, et
al. [27] proposed replication algorithms to implement highly-resilient services;
some of these algorithms can be used to control services such as water, power
and gas [18, 26].
Traditionally, the consensus problem was formulated in the context of random and fully-connected networks, although this assumption is typically not
stated. Unfortunately, many large complex networks are poorly approximated
by complete graphs or even simple random graphs. Many of these networks
also exhibit scale-free properties. This has led to the consensus problem being
studied in scale-free networks by Wang, et al. [28] using the Barabasi-Albert
model [5], which relies on a generative model. However, the preferential attach-
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ment model only produces networks with a power-law exponent of three and
some important properties observed in large real-world networks are still missing in these graphs, which exhibit diﬀerent exponents while showing a powerlaw degree sequence. This paper focuses on the randomized asynchronous bi⃗ configuration model
nary Byzantine consensus problem for graphs in the G(n, d)
with power-law degree sequence.

3.

Asynchronous Byzantine Consensus Problem
This section describes the Byzantine consensus problem and its assumptions.

3.1

Asynchronous Byzantine Consensus

Asynchronous Byzantine consensus algorithms are important when constructing Byzantine fault-tolerant systems. The consensus problem seeks to get a set
of processes to agree on a common value. Many variants of the consensus problem have been proposed. However, this paper considers binary consensus in an
asynchronous environment, where faulty processes can behave in an arbitrary
manner and no assumptions are made about the relative speed of processes and
the timely delivery of messages. A consensus protocol enables a system of n
asynchronous processes, some of which are faulty, to agree on a value.
The consensus problem is solved when the following requirements are satisfied [14]:
Agreement: All the processes choose the same value.
Validity: The common output value is an input value of some process.
P-Termination: Every correct process eventually decides with probability one.
Fischer, et al. [17] have shown that a deterministic protocol cannot guarantee
agreement even against benign failures in asynchronous systems. Over the
years, several techniques have been proposed to circumvent this impossibility
result. One of the first approaches to solving the consensus problem was to use
randomization. Existing results allow processes to reach an agreement in fullyconnected networks. However, the case of non-complete graphs is particularly
interesting when studying the feasibility and eﬃciency of consensus problems in
real-world networks such as the Internet, World-Wide Web, metabolic networks
and power networks with approximate structures [22], all of which have the
power-law form P (k) ∼ k −γ .
Several models have been introduced to generate graphs with power-law
distributions. This paper considers a simple generalization of the traditional
random graph model called the configuration model [2, 20]. Chung and Lu [10]
introduced a modified version of the configuration model, where, given a sequence (d1 , . . . , dn ), nodes vi , vj are connected with probability proportional
to di dj . Bollobas, et al. [7] also showed analytically that graphs constructed
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according to the preferential attachment rule obey a power-law degree distribution with an exponent of three. The consensus problem has been studied in
scale-free networks proposed by Barabasi and Albert [5]. However, the preferential attachment model only produces networks with a power-law exponent of
three and some important properties observed in large real-world networks are
still missing in these graphs.
The structure of electrical power transmission networks has been studied
extensively in a number of countries [22]; despite diﬀerences in structure, the
eﬀorts have retained an overall power-law degree sequence. This clearly motivates our work on arbitrary power-law degree sequences because it allows the
fine-tuning of message complexity and the identification of minimum additional
edge requirements.

3.2

System and Network Models

This section describes the system and network models.

System Model. We consider a distributed system consisting of n processes

where n ≥ 2. The processes may be correct or faulty. Correct processes always
behave according to their specifications while faulty processes exhibit arbitrary
(Byzantine) behavior.
We consider a Byzantine failure model that does not impose any constraints
on how processes fail for a certain fraction of network nodes in a distributed
system. This (non)assumption about how processes fail is essential for systems
that are exposed to malicious attacks and intrusions. However, only f out of
n processes can be faulty with n ≥ 2f + 1, where n is the number of processes
in the system and f is the maximum number of faulty processes [13]. The
communications network consists of communications channels used by processes
to communicate via messages sending and message receiving primitives. The
communication channels are reliable in that messages that sent to and received
by the correct processes and are not modified by the communications medium.
However, messages may be delayed and may be delivered in a diﬀerent order
than they were sent.
We also consider an asynchronous system in which there are no bounds on
the message delays and relative speeds of processes. In such a system, it is
impossible to detect missing messages; there is also no way to distinguish between a delayed message and a message that is not sent. This (non)assumption
is important because attackers often violate some timing properties by launching denial-of-service attacks against processes and communications. However,
we assume the existence of failure detector modules that provide hints about
faulty processes. In particular, we employ muteness failure detectors, which
suspect that a process is mute either because it crashed or is Byzantine and
stopped sending messages according to the algorithm [16].

Network Model. Power-law (scale-free) networks are characterized by a
specific structural feature of power-law degree distributions. Examples of scale-
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free real-world networks include power networks, the World-Wide Web, email
networks, social networks and networks of Internet routers [15]. Scale-free
networks usually have nonhomogeneous topologies where the majority of the
nodes have few links, but a small number of nodes have a large number of
links and P (k) decays according to the power-law P (k) ∼ k −γ where γ is the
power-law exponent [21]. Most real-world networks have the scale-free property
with γ satisfying the constraint 2 < γ < 3 [3]. For 2 ≤ γ < 3, a network with
N nodes has constant or at most O(logN ) average degree, but the variance of
the degree distribution is unbounded. It is in the regime of γ that power-law
networks display many of the advantageous properties, such as small diameter,
tolerance to random node deletions and a natural hierarchy where there are
suﬃciently many nodes of high degree.
Many models have been proposed for representing real networks. One of
them is the configuration model, which creates random graphs that can have
any generic degree distribution, and can, therefore, capture the degree characteristics of real-world networks. This paper uses the configuration model with
a predefined degree distribution to generate static power-law networks.
We consider an undirected simple graph G(n, d) consisting of N vertices with
a degree sequence d⃗ = (d(1), d(2), . . . d(n)). The neighborhood of ni is denoted
by Λi and the degree distribution for the graph denoted by P (k) is defined to
be the fraction of nodes in the graph with degree k. The degree distribution
can be calculated as follows [25]:
|{v|d(v) = k}|
N
where d(v) is the degree of node v and N is the number
!of nodes in the graph.
The average degree in the graph is denoted by ⟨k⟩ ≡ k kP (k). The number
of edges in the graph is given by m = ⟨k⟩N/2.
P (k) =

4.

Reliable Broadcast in Power-Law Networks

This section investigates the performance of an eﬃcient reliable broadcasting algorithm in the configuration model with power-law degree sequence. The
performance of reliable broadcasting in power-law networks can be improved
by separating nodes into two sets, each set using a diﬀerent probability when
selecting the neighbors to which received messages are forwarded [19]. This
allows high-connectivity nodes to forward messages to their neighbors with a
high probability and low-connectivity nodes to forward messages with low probability. The idea behind the algorithm is to reduce the number of redundant
messages sent to high-degree nodes and, thus, reduce the overall message complexity. The algorithm has two phases. The first phase searches for high-degree
node(s) while the second phase disseminates messages. During the first phase,
the network is searched using short biased random walks and bond percolation,
where a query message is forwarded on each edge with probability higher than
the bond percolation threshold of the network.
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Percolation Search for High-Degree Nodes

The percolation search technique is an eﬃcient way of searching for highdegree node(s) in power-law networks. Power-law networks have few nodes
with very high degrees. A node is considered to be highly connected if its
degree is greater than or equal to half the maximum degree in the network.
The percolation search algorithm leverages the power-law property by making
queries reach high-degree nodes.
Cohen, et al. [11] have shown that, if the power-law degree distribution γ
is greater than three, then the critical probability threshold for the integrity
of a power-law network system being compromised is one. In other words,
they showed that, for a network with γ less than three, the critical value qc
of q where the transition takes place at which a giant component forms is
zero or negative (this indicates that the network always has a giant component
or the network always percolates). The results ensure the connectivity of an
undirected power-law network when γ is less than three.
The percolation search algorithm has three phases [23]:
Content Implantation: During this phase, a node caches or implants
its content in some other nodes in the network. The node does this by
taking a short random walk through its nodes, starting from itself and
duplicating its content at each step. The random walk has size O(logN )
where N is the number of nodes in the network.
Query Implantation: When a node issues a query, it first executes a
short random walk of size O(logN ) and implants its query request in the
nodes visited. For a power-law graph, the random walk quickly converges
towards high-degree nodes. However, choosing high-degree nodes to traverse first, improves the search. This way, the requester and all the nodes
that have the query implanted in them take part in the search. If a query
reaches a node that has already received the same query from another
neighbor, the query is not implanted; this avoids loops in the query path.
Bond Percolation: All the implanted query requests are propagated
independently and in parallel using a probabilistic broadcast scheme. In
this scheme, a node receiving a query message for the first time, relays
the message on each of its edges with a probability q, which is vanishingly greater than the percolation threshold qc (q= qc γ) of the underlying
power-law network [24]. The percolation probability q corresponds to the
probability with which network nodes communicate a message to any of
their neighbors.

4.2

Message Complexity

In a straightforward parallel search technique, each node, upon receiving a
query message, forwards it to all its neighbors, unless a node has already received the query message. This leads to O(ln(ln N )) total messages for every
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Algorithm 1 : Reliable Broadcast Algorithm (Node ni ).
Phigh : forwarding probability for high-degree nodes
Plow : forwarding probability for low-degree nodes
d: degree threshold
Function RELIABLE BROADCAST(id,msg)
Task T1:
σ ← signj (id, msg)
∀j ̸= i : SEND INITIAL(i,id,msg)σ to nj
DELIVER(i,id,msg)
Task T2: {execute only once per message broadcast}
while (message INITIAL(j,id,msg σ is received) and (verify(id,msg,σ ,Kuj ))) do
if Vi > d then
if random() ≤ Phigh then
for nj ∈ Λi do
SEND (j,id,msg,σ) to nj
DELIVER(j,id,msg)
end for
end if
else
if random() ≤ Plow then
for nj ∈ Λi do
SEND (j,id,msg,σ) to nj
DELIVER(j,id,msg)
end for
end if
end if
end while

query. It has been proven that, when 2 < γ < 3, the diameter of the network
d ∼ ln(ln N ) is smaller than small real-world networks (O(ln N )) and remains
almost constant while the network is growing [12]. The bond percolation step
guarantees that a query message is received by nodes in a high-connected component of diameter O(log N ) and consisting of high-degree nodes. The content
and query implantation steps ensure that the content/message of a node are
cached in at least one of the nodes in this high-degree connected component
with probability approaching one, and that one of the nodes in the connected
component receives a query implantation with probability approaching one.
When a node issues a query message, each edge passes it with probability q.
Thus, with qE= qc ⟨k⟩N/γ total number of messages, any content/high-degree
node can be located with probability approaching one in time O(log N ). After
the first phase, the second phase of Algorithm 1 starts message dissemination
using the hub node(s). Upon receiving this message and comparing the degree of a node with the degree threshold (d), a high-degree node forwards the
received message msg with a high probability Phigh or a low-degree node forwards it with a low probability Plow where Phigh > Plow . At each step, the
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Algorithm 2 : Byzantine Consensus Algorithm (Process pi ).
esti → vi {current estimate of the value to be decided}
Step 0: ri → 1 {round number}
Step 1: RELIABLE BROADCAST PHASE1(ri , esti )
Step 2: wait until (valid messages PHASE1(ri , -) are received at
processes) and (∀j : valid message PHASE1(ri , -) is received from
suspected by pi ’s FD module)
if (more than n/2 messages have the same value) then
RELIABLE BROADCAST PHASE2(ri , v,decision)
else
RELIABLE BROADCAST PHASE2(ri , ⊥)
end if
Step 3: wait until (valid messages PHASE1(ri , -) are received at
processes) and (∀j : valid message PHASE2(ri , -) is received from
suspected by pi ’s FD module)
if (there are n − f decision messages PHASE2(ri , v, decision)) then
DECIDE(v)
else if (there is one decision message PHASE2(ri , v,decision)) then
esti → v
else
esti → 1 or 0 with probability 1/2
end if
Step 4: ri → ri + 1 go to Step 1

least n − f
pj or pj is

least n − f
pj or pj is

message is forwarded from nj to Phigh /Plow |Λi | other nodes. In a scale-free
network, a given node on the average propagates a message to Phigh /Plow ⟨k⟩
nodes. The decision about the degree of a node (high or low) depends on a
threshold degree d. By changing the probability values, it is possible to control
the eﬀective connectivity of the network while information is forwarded. The
message complexity of the algorithm can be considerably reduced because only
high-degree nodes (e.g., hubs that are few in number in a power-law network)
are responsible for message forwarding with high probability. This diﬀers from
normal broadcasting algorithms in which all the periphery nodes also forward
messages.

5.

Consensus Algorithm
This section describes the consensus algorithm and discusses its key features.

5.1

Consensus Protocol

In the consensus problem, each process begins with an initial value vi ∈ {0, 1}
and all the correct processes must decide on one of the proposed values v. This
section presents a binary consensus protocol (Algorithm 2) adapted from the
Correia, et al. variant of Ben-Or’s algorithm. The protocol uses the under-
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lying reliable broadcast over power-law networks as the basic communication
primitive (Section 4).
The protocol operates in rounds, where each round has two stages. In the
first stage of a round, each process pi reliably broadcasts its current estimate
vi using the high-degree nodes and waits to receive n − f valid messages. If
a process receives a strict majority of reports for the same value v, then it
proposes v to all the processes; otherwise, it proposes ⊥.
In the second stage of a round, pi broadcasts v using high-degree nodes to
each destination process, waits for n − f valid messages PHASE2, and then
decides on v if there are n − f decision messages PHASE2. If there is one
decision message PHASE2 with value v diﬀerent from ⊥, then pi adopts v as
its new estimate and a new round is initiated. Otherwise, pi adopts a random
bit (0 or 1) with probability 1/2 for the estimate and a new round is initiated.

5.2

Proof of Correctness

The following is a brief proof of correctness of the consensus algorithm:
Agreement: If a correct process decides v in round r, then no correct
process decides v ′ ̸= v in round r′ ≥ r. A correct process p decides the
value v in round r if and only if it receives (n−f )p valid decision messages
PHASE2 (ri , v, decision).
Validity: If some process p decides v, then v is the initial value of some
process.
Termination: Every correct process eventually decides. It is necessary
to prove that the algorithm does not block indefinitely at some point. The
only points where a process blocks are where it waits for messages, so it
is only necessary to prove that the process does progress and eventually
terminates.
Interested readers are referred to [29] for a detailed proof of correctness of
an algorithm that has the same basic structure.

5.3

Message Complexity Analysis

This section compares the message complexity of the Correia, et al. variant
⃗ configuraof Ben-Or’s algorithm over non-complete graphs using the G(n, d)
tion model with the original Correia, et al. variant of Ben-Or’s algorithm, which
assumes a flooding algorithm in which every node of a power-law network forwards its first-time received message once to its one-hop neighborhood.
First, we assume that correct processes do not suspect correct processes,
i.e., all correct processes receive all the messages from each other. In both
algorithms, messages are broadcast in both phases of each round. However, in
the original Correia, et al. variant of Ben-Or’s algorithm, messages are sent to
every other process in the system, resulting in ⟨k⟩N/2 messages during each
phase. On the other hand, in the modified Correia, et al. variant of Ben-Or’s
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algorithm, a high-degree node forwards a received message msg with a high
probability Phigh and a low-degree node forwards it with a low probability
Plow , resulting in a total of Phigh ⟨k⟩ + Plow ⟨k⟩ messages during each phase.
In both algorithms, there is eventually a round r in which all the correct
processes set esti to the same value v either in Line 13 or in Lines 11 and 13
of the algorithms. When this occurs, in round r + 1, all the correct processes
broadcast v in Line 3, all the processes receive at least n − f PHASE1 messages
with the value (since there are at least that many correct processes), and all the
correct processes broadcast PHASE2(r+1, v, decision) messages, and all receive
each other’s PHASE2 messages in Line 10. Since in round r + 1 all the correct
processes broadcast v in Line 3 and PHASE2(r + 1, v, decision), the original
Correia, et al. variant of Ben-Or’s algorithm sends ⟨k⟩N 2 /2 messages over
the entire graph. In contrast, the modified Correia, et al. variant of Ben-Or’s
algorithm sends only Phigh N ⟨k⟩ + Plow N ⟨k⟩ messages over the non-complete
graph.
It is important to also consider the message complexity of the percolation
search for high-degree nodes during network setup in the modified Correia, et
al. variant of Ben-Or’s algorithm. Thus, with qE= qc ⟨k⟩N/γ total messages,
any content/high-degree node can be located with probability approaching one
in time O(logN ). Putting everything together, if no process is suspected by
the eventually-perfect muteness failure detector, then the original Correia, et al.
variant of Ben-Or’s algorithm requires ⟨k⟩N/2 messages and the modified Correia, et al. variant of Ben-Or’s algorithm requires Phigh ⟨k⟩+Plow ⟨k⟩+qc ⟨k⟩N/γ
messages. In the latter case, the original Correia, et al. variant of Ben-Or’s
algorithm requires ⟨k⟩N 2 /2 messages and the modified Correia, et al. variant of Ben-Or’s algorithm requires Phigh N ⟨k⟩ + Plow N ⟨k⟩ messages. Since
O(Phigh ⟨k⟩ + Plow ⟨k⟩ + qc ⟨k⟩N/γ) ≪ ⟨k⟩N/2 or O(Phigh N ⟨k⟩ + Plow N ⟨k⟩ +
qc ⟨k⟩N/γ) ≪ O(⟨k⟩N 2 /2), there is a significant reduction in message complexity in the modified Correia, et al. variant of Ben-Or’s algorithm.

6.

Conclusions

This paper has studied the existence and eﬃciency of randomized asyn⃗ configuration
chronous binary Byzantine consensus for graphs in the G(n, d)
model with power-law degree sequence. A key result is that it is possible to reduce the message complexity in non-complete random graphs using high-degree
nodes to forward messages with high probability and low-degree nodes to forward messages with low probability. Additionally, the modified Correia, et al.
⃗ convariant of Ben-Or’s algorithm over non-complete graphs using the G(n, d)
figuration model with power-law degree sequence yields the desired primary
result. Specifically, it is possible to solve the asynchronous Byzantine binary
consensus problem with 2f + 1 processes over non-complete graphs using the
⃗ configuration model with power-law degree sequence by employing a reG(n, d)
liable broadcast algorithm (that requires a wormhole component, although this
has a considerably lower cost than increasing the density of the graph) and an
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eventually-perfect muteness failure detector without any additional asynchrony
assumptions.
The message complexity analysis shows a significant reduction in message
complexity in the modified Correia, et al. variant of Ben-Or’s algorithm over
⃗ configuration model with power-law denon-complete graphs using the G(n, d)
gree sequence. This occurs when high-degree nodes forward messages with a
high probability and low-degree nodes forward messages with a low probability.
Because the number of the low-degree nodes is much higher than the number
of high-degree nodes in a scale-free network, the message complexity is considerably less than that for a flooding algorithm. The significantly lower message
complexity for the consensus algorithm reduces latency during network management in telecommunications networks and state estimation and control in
electrical power networks.
Our future research will investigate the properties of multiple power-law
graphs and eﬃcient consensus algorithms over these graphs. These graphs are
commonly encountered in telecommunications networks and electrical power
networks, which are nominally distinct, but frequently interconnected.
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